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FAS and FAS One Face (Selects)

FAS

The FAS grade, which derives from an original grade "First And Seconds", will provide the user
with long, clear cuttings - best suited for high quality furniture, interior joinery and solid wood
mouldings. Minimum board size is 6" and wider and 8' and longer. The FAS grade includes a range
of boards that yield from 831⁄3% (10⁄12ths) to 100% clear-wood cuttings over the entire surface of the
board. The clear cuttings must be a minimum size of 3" wide by 7' long or 4" wide by 5' long. The
number of these cuttings permitted depends on the size of the board with most boards
permitting one to two. The minimum width and length will vary, depending on species and
whether the board is green or kiln dried. Both faces of the board must meet the minimum
requirement for FAS.

FAS One Face (F1F)

This grade is nearly always shipped with FAS. The better face must meet all FAS requirements while
the poor face must meet all the requirements of the Number 1 Common grade, thus
ensuring the buyer with at least one FAS face. Often export shipments are assembled with an
80-20 mix, 80% being the percentage of FAS boards and 20% being the percentage of F1F boards.
These percentages are strictly left to individual buyer and seller agreement.

Selects

This grade is virtually the same as F1F except for the minimum board size required. Selects allow
boards 4" and wider and 6' and longer in length. The Selects grade is generally associated with
the northern regions of the USA and is also shipped in combination with the FAS grade.

Often export shipments of upper grades are simply referred to as FAS. The conventional
business practice for American hardwoods is to ship these upper grades in some combination.
Working closely with the supplier will enable the buyer to be sure that the expected quality will be
received. Whether FAS is combined with F1F (Face And Better) or Selects (Sel And Better) every
board in the shipment must have a minimum of one FAS face.

Prime grade: This grade has evolved from the NHLA grade of FAS for the export market. It is
square edged and virtually wane free. The minimum clear yield will be select and better with
appearance being a major factor. Minimum size of the boards varies, depending on the species,
region, and supplier.

Comsel grade: This grade has evolved from the NHLA grades of Number 1 Common and Selects.
For the export market the minimum clear yield should be Number 1 Common or slightly better
with appearance a main factor. Minimum size of the boards varies, depending on the species,
region and supplier.

Note: The terms Prime and Comsels are not standard NHLA definitions and therefore fall outside
the official range of the NHLA grading rules.

8"

12'

10'

8"

12'

5'5'

Note: Minimum yield 831⁄3% clear wood cuttings on the poor face of the board.
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No. 1 Common and No. 2A Common 

Number 1 Common (No. 1C)

The Number 1 Common grade is often referred to as the Cabinet grade in the USA because of its
adaptability to the standard sizes of kitchen cabinet doors used throughout the United States.
Number 1 Common is widely used in the manufacture of furniture parts as well for this same
reason. The Number 1 Common grades includes boards that are a minimum of 3" wide and 4' long
and will yield clear face cuttings from 662⁄3% (8⁄12ths) up to, but not including, the minimum
requirement for FAS (831⁄3%). The smallest clear cuttings allowed are 3" by 3' and 4" by 2'.
The number of these clear cuttings is determined by the size of the board. Both faces of the
board must meet the minimum requirement for Number 1 Common.

Number 2A Common (No. 2AC)

The Number 2A Common grade is often referred to as the Economy grade because of its price
and suitability for a wide range of furniture parts. It is also the grade of choice for the US
hardwood flooring industry. The Number 2A Common grade includes boards that are a minimum
of 3" wide and 4' long that yield from 50% (6⁄12ths) up to, but not including, the
minimum requirement for Number  1 Common (662⁄3%). The smallest clear cutting allowed is 3" by
2' and the number of these cuttings depends on the size of the board. If the poorest face meets
the minimum requirements for Number 2A Common, it does not matter what the grade of the
better face is.

These Standard Grades form the framework by which all American hardwoods are traded. It is
important to note that between buyer and seller any exception to these rules is permissible and
even encouraged. For a complete description of the NHLA grades, consult the NHLA's "Rules for
the Measurement and Inspection of Hardwoods and Cypress". 

8"

12'

6"

4' 6'

8"

12'

4'4'

8"

12'

7'

4"

4' 2'

4"

4"

8"

12'

4'

4"

3' 2'

Note: If the better face meets the requirements for FAS and the poor face meets the requirements for
Number 1 Common, the grade has the potential of being a F1F or Selects.
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Note: If the better face meets the requirements for either FAS or Number 1 Common and the poor face
grades Number 2A Common, the grade of the board is Number 2A Common.

There are lower NHLA grades than Number 2A Common but they are usually converted into dimension
parts, flooring parts, or used domestically in the USA.
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Lumber Grades… 
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needed here. This is secondary lumber, 
so no special characteristics needed; tal-
lying up the board footage will suffi ce. 

For the purpose of this example, I 
won’t list each but, after adding up the 
parts, 12 bf of run-of-the mill “fi rst and 
seconds” (FAS) cherry will cover it with 
one extra board for the “oops” factor. 
I’ll let the FAS grade dictate the sizes 
(more about that in a minute).

This is my wish list. Notice that it is 
both a parts list and a board-foot tally. 
It is also a detailed diagram of which 
parts will come from which boards. It 
tells me what size boards I need to fi nd 
but also details the importance of color 
and grain match. I can print this out 
and, at a glance, I can tell exactly what 
I need when I go shopping.

Take a Reality Check
So what happens when you get to the 
lumberyard and you can’t find any 
boards to match your wish list? Sud-
denly you’re scrambling to fi nd boards 
that you can glue together to make wide 
panels, and in the heat of the moment 
you don’t buy enough or you make silly 
decisions. 

I remember one instance when I was 
looking for 9'-long boards but couldn’t 
fi nd them. Instead, I bought 8'-long 
boards. Later, back at the shop, I had 
a whole bunch of 10"-12" long offcuts 
from all of my boards. My smallest part 
was 15" long, so every one of those piec-
es was useless. I think I had eight or 10 
board feet of lumber in those scraps. I 
didn’t have a plan for not fi nding the 9'-
long boards on my wish list and ended 
up short (and with a lot of waste). 

So a reality check is imperative. Are 
the boards on your wish list even avail-
able to buy? I think the major reason 
many of us head to the lumberyard 
unprepared is we have no idea what to 

expect when we get there. Why spend 
time planning for certain size boards 
when the lumberyard may not even 
have them? So we wing it. 

Look to the Grades
What if I tell you there is a way to guar-
antee what sizes of boards you will fi nd? 
You need to look no further than the 
lumber grading system. 

National Hardwood Lumber As-
sociation (NHLA) lumber grades in-
dicate a percentage of the board be 
clear of defects, and each grade will 
have a minimum board size as well as 
a minimum cutting size that will be 
100 percent free of defects. This means 
that when you buy FAS lumber you can 
count on at least a 6"x 8' board that is 
83 percent clear and you will be able to 
get a 4" x 5' or 3" x 7' area totally free of 
defects. And these are the minimums 
to meet the grade, so you will likely 
fi nd clearer, wider and longer boards. 

In fact, much of the market demands 
much higher grades than this. You see, 

when NHLA developed these grades, 
the furniture industry was king. To-
day, hardwoods are consumed mostly 
for millwork, where clear, long boards 
are essential. Though FAS is consid-
ered the top grade, it’s common to 
find boards well above that. Armed 
with this knowledge, you can build a 
second diagram assuming that all of 
your boards will be the minimum 6" 
x 8' that FAS grade demands. We’ll call 
that Plan B (above). 

Immediately, you can see that I have 
to make quite a few compromises. I’ll 
have to make the case parts by gluing 
up three-board panels. This will make 
color and grain matches more diffi -
cult, so I make every effort to get each 
part from a single board. The front and 
two sides of the case will be from curly 
cherry; I’ll use more pedestrian cherry 
for the back panel, because it will be 
against a wall and mostly unseen.

I have a similar issue with the top, 
where I’m forced to make a three-board 
panel instead of my original two-board 
wish list plan. Still, if I make the panel 
from pieces that are all from the same 
board, my chances of a color match are 
much improved. 

In this scenario, I’ll pull my bread-
board ends from another board and 
stack those pieces to the edges. In a 
typical fl at-sawn board where the ca-
thedral grain is centered, the edges will 
be straighter grain, and if you look for it 

GRADE PERCENT CLEAR MINIMUM SIZE CLEAR YIELD

FAS 83.3  6" x 8' 4" x 5' or 3" x 7'

#1 Common 66.6  3" x 4' 4" x 2' or 3" x 3'

#2 Common 50 3" x 4' 3" x 2'

*Defects are knots, checks and worm holes; Sap wood, gum pockets and mineral stain 
are not considered defects in any grade. 

LUMBER GRADES

Plan B. Here’s a plan for the blanket chest parts that show a situation closer to reality – that means 
some compromise from the wish list plan.

4/4 x 6" x 8"
center

cathedral

4/4 x 6" x 8"
center

cathedral

4/4 x 6" x 8"
quartersawn

4/4 x 6" x 8"

4/4 x 6" x 8"
curly cherry

4/4 x 6" x 8"
curly cherry

Mouldings: 2"x75"

Breadboards: 2" x18"

Top 1: 6" x 32"

Back 1: 6" x 32"

Case front 1: 6" x 32" Case front 2: 6" x 32" Case front 3 & drawer 
fronts: 6" x 32"

Top 2: 6" x 32"

Back 2: 6" x 32"

Top 3: 6" x 32"

Back 3: 6" x 32"

Bracket Feet: 41⁄2" x7"

Additional 12 bf of FAS cherry for secondary parts

PLAN B

Case side 1: 
6" x 16"

Case side 1: 
6" x 16"

Case side 2: 
6" x 16"

Case side 2: 
6" x 16"

Case side 3: 
6" x 16"

Case side 3: 
6" x 16"
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Tree Species
Janka Hardness 
(pounds-force)

Australian Buloke 5060
Schinopsis balansae / Quebracho Colorado / Red Quebracho 4570
Lignum vitae / Guayacan / Pockenholz 4500
Patagonian Rosewood / Curupay / Angico Preto / Piptadenia Macrocarpa / 
Brazilian Tiger Mahogany

3840

Snakewood / Letterhout / Piratinera Guinensis 3800
Brazilian Olivewood 3700
Brazilian Ebony 3692
Ipê / "Brazilian Walnut" / Lapacho 3684
African Pearlwood / Moabi Sometimes: Brazilian Cherry "Lite" 3680
Grey Ironbark 3664
Bolivian Cherry 3650
Lapacho 3640
Cumaru / "Brazilian Teak" sometimes: "Brazilian Chestnut," "Tiete Chestnut," 
"South American Chestnut," "Southern Chestnut"

3540

Ebony 3220
Brazilian Redwood / Paraju / Massaranduba 3190
Yvyraro 3040
Bloodwood 2900
Red Mahogany, Turpentine 2697
Southern Chestnut 2670
Spotted Gum 2473
Brazilian Cherry / Jatoba 2350
Mesquite 2345
Golden Teak 2330
Santos Mahogany, Bocote, Cabreuva, Honduran Rosewood 2200
Pradoo 2170
Brazilian Koa 2160
Sucupira sometimes "Brazilian Chestnut" or "Tiete Chestnut" 2140
Brushbox 2135
Osage Orange[3] 2040
Karri 2030
Sydney Blue Gum 2023
Bubinga 1980
Cameron[disambiguation needed] 1940
Tallowwood 1933
Merbau 1925
Amendoim 1912
Jarrah 1910
Purpleheart 1860
Goncalo Alves / Tigerwood 1850

JANKA WOOD HARDNESS RATINGS 
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Hickory / Pecan, Satinwood 1820
Afzelia / Doussie / Australian Wormy Chestnut 1810
Bangkirai 1798
Rosewood 1780
African Padauk 1725
Blackwood 1720
Merbau 1712
Kempas 1710
Black Locust 1700
Highland Beech 1686
Wenge, Red Pine, Hornbeam 1630
Tualang 1624
Zebrawood 1575
True Pine, Timborana 1570
Peroba 1557
Sapele / Sapelli, Kupa'y 1510
Curupixa 1490
Sweet Birch 1470
Hard Maple / Sugar Maple 1450
Caribbean Walnut 1390
Coffee Bean 1390
Natural Bamboo (represents one species) 1380
Australian Cypress 1375
White Oak 1360
Tasmanian Oak 1350
Ribbon Gum 1349
Ash (White) 1320
American Beech 1300
Red Oak (Northern) 1290
Caribbean Heart Pine 1280
Yellow Birch, Iroko 1260
Movingui 1230
Heart Pine 1225
Brazilian Mesquite / Carapa Guianensis 1220
Larch 1200
Carbonized Bamboo (represents one species) 1180
Teak 1155
Cocobolo 1136
Brazilian Eucalyptus / Rose Gum 1125
Makore 1100
Siberian Larch 1100
Peruvian Walnut 1080
Boreal 1023
Black Walnut/North American Walnut 1010
Cherry 995
Black Cherry, Imbuia 950
Red Maple 950
Boire 940
Paper Birch 910
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Eastern Red Cedar 900
Southern Yellow Pine (Longleaf) 870
Lacewood, Leopardwood 840
African Mahogany 830
Mahogany, Honduran Mahogany 800
Parana 780
Sycamore 770
Shedua 710
Silver Maple 700
Southern Yellow Pine (Loblolly and Shortleaf) 690
Douglas Fir 660
Western Juniper 626
Alder (Red) 590
Larch 590
Chestnut 540
Hemlock 500
Western White Pine 420
Basswood 410
Eastern White Pine 380
Balsa 100
Cuipo 22
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Suggested wood combinations  
for your next project… 
 
Cherry (995) and hard maple (1450) 
 
Cherry (995) and walnut (1010) 
 
Mahogany (800) and cherry (995) 
 
Curly maple and Mahogany (800), Sapele is (1510) 
 
Walnut (1010) and red maple (950) 
 
White oak (1360) and walnut (1010) 
 
Red oak (1290) and white ash (1320) 
 
(Janka hardness) 
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Lumber defects… 
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L
og cuts and shrinkage…
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Ray fleck in mahogany… 
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Rift and quarter sawn wood  
from a flat sawn board… 
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Cathedrals in plain sawn lumber… 
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Parts List… 
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Shaker T
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Hardwood	Lumber	Thicknesses,	Rough	to	S2S
Nominal

(rough	sawn	size	at	the	mill,	and	
marked	at	the	lumber	yard)

Actual
(actual	size	at	the	

lumberyard)
S2S

(optimum)
4/4				(1") Up	to	1/8"	less 13/16"

5/4				(1	1/4") Up	to	1/8"	less 1	1/16"
6/4				(1	1/2") Up	to	1/8"	less 1	5/16"
8/4				(2") Up	to	1/4"	less 1	3/4"
12/4				(3") Up	to	1/4"	less 2	3/4"
16/4				(4") Up	to	1/4"	less 3	3/4"
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Sample cut list… 
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dicate a percentage of the board be 
clear of defects, and each grade will 
have a minimum board size as well as 
a minimum cutting size that will be 
100 percent free of defects. This means 
that when you buy FAS lumber you can 
count on at least a 6"x 8' board that is 
83 percent clear and you will be able to 
get a 4" x 5' or 3" x 7' area totally free of 
defects. And these are the minimums 
to meet the grade, so you will likely 
fi nd clearer, wider and longer boards. 

In fact, much of the market demands 
much higher grades than this. You see, 

when NHLA developed these grades, 
the furniture industry was king. To-
day, hardwoods are consumed mostly 
for millwork, where clear, long boards 
are essential. Though FAS is consid-
ered the top grade, it’s common to 
find boards well above that. Armed 
with this knowledge, you can build a 
second diagram assuming that all of 
your boards will be the minimum 6" 
x 8' that FAS grade demands. We’ll call 
that Plan B (above). 

Immediately, you can see that I have 
to make quite a few compromises. I’ll 
have to make the case parts by gluing 
up three-board panels. This will make 
color and grain matches more diffi -
cult, so I make every effort to get each 
part from a single board. The front and 
two sides of the case will be from curly 
cherry; I’ll use more pedestrian cherry 
for the back panel, because it will be 
against a wall and mostly unseen.

I have a similar issue with the top, 
where I’m forced to make a three-board 
panel instead of my original two-board 
wish list plan. Still, if I make the panel 
from pieces that are all from the same 
board, my chances of a color match are 
much improved. 

In this scenario, I’ll pull my bread-
board ends from another board and 
stack those pieces to the edges. In a 
typical fl at-sawn board where the ca-
thedral grain is centered, the edges will 
be straighter grain, and if you look for it 
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LUMBER GRADES

Plan B. Here’s a plan for the blanket chest parts that show a situation closer to reality – that means 
some compromise from the wish list plan.
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quartersawn
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Wood Expansion… 
 
 
 

 
 

 
• Flat sawn boards will cup away from the heart of the tree,   
towards the bark. The shrinking will occur mostly in its width. 
 
• Rift sawn boards will warp and shrink into a diamond or 
trapezoidal shape. 
 
• Quarter sawn boards will shrink slightly in both length and 
width. Mostly in thickness but that rarely matters. 
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I have a 10"-wide piece of 8/4 purple-
heart sitting on my lumber rack. 
I bought it eight years ago when I 

visited the lumberyard. I still haven’t 
used it. 

The funny thing is, I went to buy 
cherry for a blanket chest. What’s worse 
is that when I got home I still didn’t have 
all of the cherry I needed to build that 
chest…but I had a really cool purple-
heart impulse buy. 

Now don’t get me wrong. I work for 
a lumber company – we love impulse 
buys. The woodworker in me also 
recognizes when to jump on a unique 
board or deal for that yet-to-be-realized 
dream project. In the end, however, 
without a game plan in place before you 
go to the lumberyard, you will never get 

PHOTOS & ILLUSTRATIONS BY THE AUTHOR

Lumberyard Prep

the boards you actually need to build 
your current project. 

Contrary to popular belief, poor 
planning rarely leaves you short on 
lumber. We all know to buy extra 
boards; that mantra has been beaten 
into us. Usually poor planning leaves us 
with too much lumber that isn’t useful. 

Follow these tips, and your next trip to 
the lumberyard will be more successful.

Start With a Wish List
I get very excited at the beginning of a 
project and used to rush to buy my ma-
terial. I’ve shown up at the lumberyard 
with no plan and a sketch in my hand. 
It’s probably no surprise that I ended 
up having to make another trip to get 
the boards I needed. What’s more, I 
wondered later why all my parts were 
different colors! 

I sometimes arrived at the lumber-
yard full of myself because I had a board 
foot total in my hand. I had even added 
20 percent to the total, as is often di-
rected. So what could go wrong? That 
was the purpleheart trip. 

B Y  S H A N N O N  R O G E R S

Arm yourself with 

a good plan (or two) 

and your buying trip 

will be a success.
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In both cases, though, I had done lit-
tle or no actual planning. A sketch and/
or a board foot total is only half the story; 
you need to spend some time planning 
to develop your wish list of materials. 
Simply put, this is your parts list. In 
addition to the sizes, a plan details the 
color matches and grain patterns that 
you want to achieve your vision. This 
starts with a good look at your design.

The goal is to create a cutting list. 
Think of those plywood diagrams that 
show all the project parts neatly stacked 
on a 4' x 8' sheet. I like to fi re up Sketch-
Up and draw a bunch of rectangles to 
represent the boards I need to buy. You 
can do this just as easily on paper. 

Just make sure you pay attention to 
scale so you aren’t putting more parts 
than are possible into a board. And 
don’t forget to leave a little room for 
the saw kerf. 

This visual representation of your 
project is helpful as a reference when 
you start to write down each part and 
its approximate size. 

But don’t get exact here. In fact, I 
round everything up an inch and only 
work in whole numbers. 

Also, don’t worry about what sizes 
of boards you think you can get at your 
local dealer. This is a wish list. Let your 
design be the guide and assume a per-
fect world where all the boards are wide 
and long.

I’m currently building another blan-
ket chest for my students at the Hand 
Tool School (handtoolschool.net); I’ll 
walk through that design as an example. 

I want to make a bold statement by 
using curly cherry for the case. Ideally 

I want to get the entire 16" x 32" x 15" 
case and drawer front from the same 
wide board so I can ensure the best 
color and grain match. Plus, how cool 
would single-board front, side and back 
panels look? Not to mention the time 
saved by not having to glue up wide 
panels. Above is the wish list I created 
in SketchUp. 

It’s pretty simple when you look at 
it this way – four specifi c boards with 
notes on the size, figure and grain 
pattern for each. Color match is also 
important, but because each element 
of the chest is (ideally) coming from a 
single board, color match will be easy 
to achieve. 

Certainly, I want the top and the case 
boards to be similar in color, but it isn’t 
imperative that they be perfect. Even 
the mouldings will naturally contrast 
(that’s what mouldings do) against the 
fi gured cherry case, so their color can 
be slightly different. 

The case is the most important 
part of this design. Wide curly cherry 
boards, dovetailed at the corner, will 
be stunning. Getting a fi gure and color 
match around the whole case (or at 
least the front, drawers and sides) is 
an absolute must. I plan, therefore, for 
all four case parts and drawers to come 
from the same board. 

Now I like fi gured wood as much 
as the next woodworker, but I also be-
lieve that it should be used sparingly. 
Knowing that I will have a large 16" x 

32" statement made with this fi gured 
box, I’m going to use straight-grained 
material for the top and breadboards to 
contrast that. Additionally, the stabil-
ity gained with a quartersawn top will 
ensure the top won’t cup over the years, 
and vertical-grain wood is easy to match 
together into a multi-board panel. 

The top is 17" x 34", and, even in 
a perfect world I’ll never find quar-
tersawn cherry that is 17" wide. This 
means I’ll have to glue up at least a two-
board top. The top boards and the two 
breadboards should be a good color 
match, so I have grouped them all into 
the same board just like the case.

Likewise, I want straight grain in the 
mouldings so they contrast the fi gured 
case without interfering with the state-
ment. (Plus, I’ll use moulding planes 
to cut the moulding; for that, straight 
grain is a must.) A quartersawn or rift-
sawn board will give me nice, straight 
grain and make sticking the profi les 
much easier. Each profi le wraps three 
sides of the chest, so I need a single 
board that’s wide enough to rip into 
2" strips and long enough for 7 linear 
feet of moulding. 

The bracket feet don’t need to be 
special – just no sap wood and they 
should all be from the same board for 
a good color match. While an exact 
match to the case isn’t necessary, I aim 
for something close.

The remaining parts are interior 
parts, so there isn’t much preparation 

Blanket chest. A good model or drawing is 
the starting point for fi guring out what lumber 
you need for any project. 

Plan A. This diagram shows my wish list for the blanket chest – a representation of four ideal 
boards with the parts laid out.

4/4 x 
6" x 7"

Centered 
cathedral 
board

WISH LIST – PLAN A

No sap in any 
of these boards

Mouldings: 2"x75" straight grain

Rift or quarter sawn

Bracket feet: 41⁄2" x 7"

Top 1: 9" x 32"
quartersawn

Case front & drawer 
fronts: 16" x 32"

curly fi gure

Case back: 16" x 32" Case side: 
15" x 16"

Case side: 
15" x 16"

Top 1: 9" x 32" 2" x 18"

2" x 18"
Breadboards

Add 12 bf of FAS Cherry for secondary parts: 3 pieces, sap OK

4/4 x 
6" x 6"

4/4 x
9" x 8"

4/4 x
16" x 8"
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needed here. This is secondary lumber, 
so no special characteristics needed; tal-
lying up the board footage will suffi ce. 

For the purpose of this example, I 
won’t list each but, after adding up the 
parts, 12 bf of run-of-the mill “fi rst and 
seconds” (FAS) cherry will cover it with 
one extra board for the “oops” factor. 
I’ll let the FAS grade dictate the sizes 
(more about that in a minute).

This is my wish list. Notice that it is 
both a parts list and a board-foot tally. 
It is also a detailed diagram of which 
parts will come from which boards. It 
tells me what size boards I need to fi nd 
but also details the importance of color 
and grain match. I can print this out 
and, at a glance, I can tell exactly what 
I need when I go shopping.

Take a Reality Check
So what happens when you get to the 
lumberyard and you can’t find any 
boards to match your wish list? Sud-
denly you’re scrambling to fi nd boards 
that you can glue together to make wide 
panels, and in the heat of the moment 
you don’t buy enough or you make silly 
decisions. 

I remember one instance when I was 
looking for 9'-long boards but couldn’t 
fi nd them. Instead, I bought 8'-long 
boards. Later, back at the shop, I had 
a whole bunch of 10"-12" long offcuts 
from all of my boards. My smallest part 
was 15" long, so every one of those piec-
es was useless. I think I had eight or 10 
board feet of lumber in those scraps. I 
didn’t have a plan for not fi nding the 9'-
long boards on my wish list and ended 
up short (and with a lot of waste). 

So a reality check is imperative. Are 
the boards on your wish list even avail-
able to buy? I think the major reason 
many of us head to the lumberyard 
unprepared is we have no idea what to 

expect when we get there. Why spend 
time planning for certain size boards 
when the lumberyard may not even 
have them? So we wing it. 

Look to the Grades
What if I tell you there is a way to guar-
antee what sizes of boards you will fi nd? 
You need to look no further than the 
lumber grading system. 

National Hardwood Lumber As-
sociation (NHLA) lumber grades in-
dicate a percentage of the board be 
clear of defects, and each grade will 
have a minimum board size as well as 
a minimum cutting size that will be 
100 percent free of defects. This means 
that when you buy FAS lumber you can 
count on at least a 6"x 8' board that is 
83 percent clear and you will be able to 
get a 4" x 5' or 3" x 7' area totally free of 
defects. And these are the minimums 
to meet the grade, so you will likely 
fi nd clearer, wider and longer boards. 

In fact, much of the market demands 
much higher grades than this. You see, 

when NHLA developed these grades, 
the furniture industry was king. To-
day, hardwoods are consumed mostly 
for millwork, where clear, long boards 
are essential. Though FAS is consid-
ered the top grade, it’s common to 
find boards well above that. Armed 
with this knowledge, you can build a 
second diagram assuming that all of 
your boards will be the minimum 6" 
x 8' that FAS grade demands. We’ll call 
that Plan B (above). 

Immediately, you can see that I have 
to make quite a few compromises. I’ll 
have to make the case parts by gluing 
up three-board panels. This will make 
color and grain matches more diffi -
cult, so I make every effort to get each 
part from a single board. The front and 
two sides of the case will be from curly 
cherry; I’ll use more pedestrian cherry 
for the back panel, because it will be 
against a wall and mostly unseen.

I have a similar issue with the top, 
where I’m forced to make a three-board 
panel instead of my original two-board 
wish list plan. Still, if I make the panel 
from pieces that are all from the same 
board, my chances of a color match are 
much improved. 

In this scenario, I’ll pull my bread-
board ends from another board and 
stack those pieces to the edges. In a 
typical fl at-sawn board where the ca-
thedral grain is centered, the edges will 
be straighter grain, and if you look for it 

GRADE PERCENT CLEAR MINIMUM SIZE CLEAR YIELD

FAS 83.3  6" x 8' 4" x 5' or 3" x 7'

#1 Common 66.6  3" x 4' 4" x 2' or 3" x 3'

#2 Common 50 3" x 4' 3" x 2'

*Defects are knots, checks and worm holes; Sap wood, gum pockets and mineral stain 
are not considered defects in any grade. 

LUMBER GRADES

Plan B. Here’s a plan for the blanket chest parts that show a situation closer to reality – that means 
some compromise from the wish list plan.

4/4 x 6" x 8"
center

cathedral

4/4 x 6" x 8"
center

cathedral

4/4 x 6" x 8"
quartersawn

4/4 x 6" x 8"

4/4 x 6" x 8"
curly cherry

4/4 x 6" x 8"
curly cherry

Mouldings: 2"x75"

Breadboards: 2" x18"

Top 1: 6" x 32"

Back 1: 6" x 32"

Case front 1: 6" x 32" Case front 2: 6" x 32" Case front 3 & drawer 
fronts: 6" x 32"

Top 2: 6" x 32"

Back 2: 6" x 32"

Top 3: 6" x 32"

Back 3: 6" x 32"

Bracket Feet: 41⁄2" x7"

Additional 12 bf of FAS cherry for secondary parts

PLAN B

Case side 1: 
6" x 16"

Case side 1: 
6" x 16"

Case side 2: 
6" x 16"

Case side 2: 
6" x 16"

Case side 3: 
6" x 16"

Case side 3: 
6" x 16"
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Flat-sawn or Plain-sawn 
Grab a log and saw it straight across the thickness. This 
yields a board where the grain runs parallel-ish to the 
width of the board. These boards will move the most 
because they expand and contract along the grain lines. 
They can cup and twist, and you need to plan for sea-
sonal movement the most when building with them. 

Sometimes you will fi nd the term “through and 
through sawn”; this is a fl at-sawn board the entire width 
of the log, so it has two live edges. An entire log that is 
sawn this way and kept in order is called a “boule.” A 
“fl itch” is part of a boule (usually three to four consecu-
tive pieces from the log). 

Quartersawn 
Here the growth rings run perpendicular to the wide face 
of the board. The offi cial specifi cations state the growth 
rings should intersect the face between 60° and 90°. Most 
discerning customers are looking for something more like 
80° to 90°. This produces a stable board where the sea-
sonal movement is across the thickness, which results in 
little to no cupping or twisting. These boards are great for 

moving parts where expansion could freeze a drawer or 
bind a lock in a chest lid. Quartersawn boards also have a 
lovely appearance with straight, parallel grain lines on the 
face and, in some species, striking medullary ray fi gure. 

Rift-sawn 
The growth rings in a rift-sawn board will intersect the 
face between 30° and 60°. A rift-sawn board is quite 
stable, though a bit less so than a quartersawn board. 
However, these boards are more about appearance than 
stability. Often called “vertical grain,” with the diagonal 
grain lines you get lovely parallel grain on all four faces 
of the board, making it perfect for table and chair legs or 
rails and stiles in frames. However, rift-sawing produces 
the most waste, so these will be the most expensive 
boards…if you can fi nd them at all. 

Flat-sawn boards are the most common because they 
produce the most yield per log. Next is quartersawn, then 
rift-sawn – but it is rare that you will fi nd quartersawn or 
rift-sawn boards in any species other than oak. Specialty 
lumberyards or small operations that custom saw will 
produce these cuts in other species, but usually you have 
to glean your rift and quartered boards from a stack of 
mostly fl at-sawn boards. Keep this in mind when you 
go shopping. It doesn’t hurt to ask if a dealer has lumber 
sorted this way, but don’t be surprised if the answer is no, 
followed by a laugh.  — SR
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you can fi nd rift-sawn and even quarter-
sawn sections at the edges. Because the 
breadboards are only 18" long, I’ll have 
the rest of the board left over. From that, 
I can easily get my bracket feet parts 
with plenty of stock to avoid any defects. 

I’ll get my moulding parts from 
another board and look for a center 
cathedral board with straight grain at 
the edges. That way I can stack each 
strip of moulding to the edge for the 
best grain. Just look out for sapwood 
here and check both faces. You may not 
have sap on one face, but once you start 
cutting the moulding profi le, some sap-
wood from the backside might emerge. 

The good news is that, despite a few 
compromises with the case parts, much 
of my original plan isn’t really affected 
with Plan B. I do have some clear goals 

in mind for the straight-grain pieces, 
but most of the color matching task is 
solved for me by grouping all the multi-
board panels from a single board. I do 
need to fi nd similar colors between the 
boards that make up the case front and 
case sides but, with only two boards 
needed, that should be easy to achieve.

Time to Call the Lumberyard
Now you have to develop your game 
plan for the lumberyard. Every yard 
is a little bit different, but generally 
they are organized in one of two ways. 

1. The lumber is in accessible bins 
where you can pull out the boards on 
your own.

2. The lumber requires a forklift to 
access a pack for you to sort through.

But you will fi nd one common ele-

ment in just about every yard. Wood 
will be sorted by thickness fi rst, width 
second and length usually never. 

Many yards just have random width/
random length (RW/RL) bins or packs. 
That’s where most of us get a little lost 
and our plan goes off the rails. Call it 
sensory overload, but the average wood-
worker faced with walls of gorgeous 
wood tends to lose his or her mind.

If the lumberyard isn’t going to sort 
out different widths, then it defi nitely 
won’t sort by color or grain. This means 
that to realize your grand design, you’ll 

“For, according to the old 
proverbe [sic] the best carpenters 
make the fewest chips.”

—From “Coryat’s Crudities” (1611)

LUMBER CUTS
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have to dig through some boards to fi nd 
the color and grain match you need. 
Add up the board footage on your list 
by thickness – just like the lumberyard 
will do it – so you have a total footage for 
all the 4/4, 8/4, etc. boards per species. 

Don’t get picky here; just round up. 

The rule of thumb I follow is that a 4/4 
x 6" x 8' board is four board feet. I don’t 
reach for a calculator or an app to get 
more exact; I just estimate off that four 
board foot average per piece. When I 
get my fi nal total, I double it or even 
triple it. Don’t panic – expect to sort 

through boards to get the right ones 
for your project. 

Call ahead to the lumberyard to 
make sure it has on hand your infl ated 
footage totals per thickness. If neces-
sary, have the yard pull the material 
so you can access it when you arrive. If 
you have special needs, such as fi gured 
cherry or wide boards (anything more 
than 10" is considered wide), it’s a good 
idea to ask fi rst if they have it.

Armed with your two diagrams, you 
can arrive at the lumberyard knowing 
exactly how many pieces of a certain 
size are needed and where you need 
to be picky about grain and color and 
where you do not. This allows you to 
ease the confusion with all of the small 
secondary parts. By picking out the 
stock you need for those parts right 
away, you can then focus on the criti-
cal parts where size, grain and color 
are imperative. 

Lumberyard anxiety is caused by a 
big list of board feet and being unsure 
of what sizes you really need. Your dia-
grams ease that anxiety and everything 
becomes a lot simpler – for both you 
and the lumberyard employees. 

With my lumber bought, I now just 
have to make sure I don’t screw it up 
in the shop…maybe I should go ahead 
and buy a few more boards just in case.

Ooh and there’s a piece of bocote 
with a knot in the shape of Roy Under-
hill’s face – it can keep my purpleheart 
company.  PWM

Shannon is the owner of the Hand Tool School, 
an online school for woodworkers, and director of 

marketing at J. Gibson McIlvain Company.

For links to all online extras, go to:
■ popularwoodworking.com/aug16

WEBSITE: Visit the author’s online school at 
handtoolschool.net.

WEBSITE: Learn more about lumber from the 
National Hardwood Lumber Association.

ARTICLE: Read “Lusting for Lumber,” by Chris-
topher Schwarz, free on our website.

TO BUY: “Understanding Wood,” by R. Bruce 
Hoadley.

Our products are available online at:
■ ShopWoodworking.com

ONLINE EXTRAS

Below are just a few interesting notes and some things to keep in mind 
when searching for the perfect lumber. 
■ Don’t be afraid of “wholesale only” dealers. Current market trends 

have even commercial buyers purchasing in much smaller lots, as fewer and 
fewer builders maintain an inventory of lumber. Call ahead to your whole-
saler and ask them if they have any packs of lumber near your board total 
footage in inventory – you might be able to get deal pricing for taking the 
whole pack instead of forcing them to break it and maintain a small pack of 
leftover stock.

■ Market demands mean that 80 percent of the stock at your local lum-
beryard will be grade FAS or better. But if your project parts are not very big, 
you might be able to save big bucks by specifi cally searching out common 
grade lumber. Just be aware that more waste will result and color and grain 
match can be diffi cult.

■ Wholesalers will often have returned material that has been milled 
S4S, sometimes with moulded profi les. You can get great deals on this mate-
rial if it fi ts your needs. While you’re at it, ask if the dealer has packs of short 
and narrow lumber (less than 8' in length and narrower than 6"). This mate-
rial is usually culled from packs for commercial jobs and can be had for a 
song by the inquisitive woodworker

■ Did you know that most lumber we buy has been ripped down to a 
narrower size? Its not that wide lumber isn’t available because the logs are 
small, but that there is little commercial demand for wider lumber. There-
fore, sawmills rip material to meet the minimum sizes as dictated by the 
grades.

■ Finding quartersawn and rift-sawn lumber is diffi cult because rarely 
will a dealer sort lumber this way (white oak is the exception). But wide, fl at-
sawn boards usually include smaller rift-sawn and quartersawn areas. So 
don’t overlook these. — SR

LUMBERYARD TIPS

Buried treasure. If the 
lumberyard allows ac-

cess to the stacks, don’t 
be afraid to choose the 

perfect board, even if 
it’s buried. That’s what 

forklifts are for.
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You can take what you learn today and use it for any size project, from a box to a simple table, to a 
blanket chest, a tool cabinet, or a highboy.

The sample project will be a shaker table, because it has aprons, legs, a drawer front, and a top.
Introduction

We assume you have a vision for your project and maybe a photo or picture, and perhaps some details 
on the type of wood, grain, and color that you want.
We assume you’ve ordered the hardware and other non-wood parts.
We assume you’ve gone through in your mind the construction steps, even perhaps a detailed 
construction plan.

Retail at Woodcraft, Rockler, Highland is great quality and selection, is surfaced, but may be 
expensive.
Retail at Home Depot or Lowes only offers 3/4” S4S lumber but very limited selection like maple, 
red oak, poplar.

If you want 52” extra wide boards, live edge slabs, air dried lumber, have a log to cut, big turning 
blanks, 12/4, etc.

Local mills like CAG Lumber

Many sell in 4-5’ bundles at competitive prices, including shipping.
Mail order is getting more popular, but it’s hard to visualize the wood, plus there are shipping costs

Other sources to buy lumber

My personal choice is a hardwood dealer like Atlanta Hardwoods, Peach State, or Suwanee Lumber, 
because of selection, quality,  price, and the ability to buy rough lumber and matching plywood.

We assume we’re going to a hardwood dealer like Atlanta Hardwoods to buy the lumber.

Buying rough lumber can save you money depending on the species from very little to as much as 
10%, but you need a jointer, planer, and table saw to mill it.
Allows you to pick boards from the same bundle which assures you of a good color match.

They can mill for a fee.
Bin lumber is S1S and S2S rip one edge, and some S4S by linear foot.
Some rough on the floor. If you don’t see it, or need it in quantity ask and they will bring it up from 
the other warehouse.

Atlanta Hardwoods specific

We assume we want to buy rough lumber for 2 reasons

If you go to a lumberyard and you see lots of checks, no Anchorseal on the ends, and lots of cups 
and bows, beware!
Trivia: Color of Anchorseal identifies wood species or origin.

Always buy lumber from a reputable dealer, if drying is not done properly the wood will have checks, 
splits, and be case hardened.

Hardwood’s stocks kiln dried because that’s where the demand is
We assume we want kiln dried, not air dried

We assume we want hardwoods vs softwoods

Assumptions
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Softwoods are not typically used for fine furniture.

Domestics include white and red oak, ash, maple, cherry, walnut.

Exotics are not only more expensive, but can be oily, have wild grain, and be hard to work.
Great for accent woods, handles, etc.

Exotics include mahogany (sapele), teak, rosewood, lacewood, tigerwood, bubinga, ebony, 
purpleheart, or zebra wood.

Trivia: If shopping online, you’ll find domestic species from other countries under exotics.

Hardwoods include domestic (harvested in the USA) and exotic (harvested elsewhere) hardwoods.

Grades are a determination of the size and number of clear pieces that can be obtained from a board.
Trivia: Softwoods use a different grading (1-5, A-D) and dimensioning system (2x2, 2x3, 2x4).

FAS board is minimum 6” width x 8’ length.
FAS is one of the highest grades, but it doesn’t mean it is 100% clear material

Superior is a higher grade. Atlanta Hardwoods does carry Superior Walnut which are wider boards.
Atlanta Hardwoods has mostly FAS but also stock No 1 & 2 Common 

Trivia: Firsts are 91% clear both sides, Seconds are 83% clear both sides, but they are combined into 
FAS.

NHLA (National Hardwood Lumber Association) grading system, pages 3-5

American Hardwood Lumber Grades: http://bit.ly/2gRYM9h
Sustainable American Hardwoods, A Guide to Species: http://bit.ly/2ytCtkb

Atlanta Hardwoods donated the print version of these publications to the Guild, but digital versions 
below are available for download

American Hardwood Export Council publications:

Janka hardness, pages 6-8

Cherry (995) and hard maple (1450)
Cherry (995) and walnut (1010)
Mahogany (800) and cherry (995)
Curly maple and Mahogany (800), Sapele is (1510)
Walnut (1010) and red maple (950)
White oak (1360) and walnut (1010)
Red oak (1290) and white ash (1320)
Violin uses hard maple and softer spruce 
Workbench needs a hard top like hard maple or beech while the bottom can be pine.

Don’t use more than a couple kinds of primary wood, here are some suggested combinations with Janka 
hardness in ( ), page 9

Using kiln dried wood from a reputable lumber yard avoids most defects like wormholes, checks, 
cracks, splits, severe twists and crooks, nails, spikes, wane, shakes, or rot

Defects and Problems, page 10

Grades
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That’s why you buy 20% extra.
Do plan on problems like knots, sapwood, and some cupping, bowing, and wild grain.

All the lumber sold by Atlanta Hardwoods is certified as sustainable. Ask for certification if needed.

Grain = stability, pages 11-12
If your building furniture you want to choose the most stable wood

Great for tops with nice straight grain.
Gives you the opportunity for ray flecks in some wood types like white oak or mahogany, page 13

Quarter sawn 60-90 degrees (preferably 80-90) is the most stable

Great for legs, rails, and stiles, straight grain.
Rift is great for legs.

Rift sawn is 30-60 degrees and is the second most stable

Generally you don’t find a full quarter or rift sawn board, but you can get them from a plain sawn board 
at the edges, page 14

Rift and quarter sawn boards are more expensive for a mill to cut because of waste and labor

An entire log cut through and through is a boule, a flitch is part of a boule.

Trivia: Through and through cutting is fastest for a mill to cut, one slice after the other for the entire log, 
has live edges on both sides

Has most cup and twist.
Cathedrals are typical, page 15
Use center pith for firewood!

Flat or plain sawn boards are the least stable

Use a template to find straight grain on a board.
Consistent grain for our project comes from using the same board for all the aprons and the drawer front.

Grain 

Consistent color comes from using the same board, the same tree, or from the same stack.
Try to get the entire project from as few boards as possible.

Color

Poor planning rarely leaves you short on lumber, but with extra lumber because you buy the wrong 
boards or overbuy, which is a problem for many of us with limited storage.
Remember, you’re not going to the lumberyard to buy 20 board feet of lumber, your going to buy 5 4/4 
boards of cherry, 8” wide with matching grain and color.

Use Sketchup, a drafting board, create a measured drawing, or use a piece of grid paper with pencil 
and a ruler to sketch out your project.

Sketch, page 16

Parts list, page 17 (some call this a cut list, since it shows a list of parts I call it a parts list)

Planning consists of four parts. 1. Sketch, 2. Parts list (optional), 3. Cut list, 4. Shopping list (optional)

Planning
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Use for more complicated projects with lots of components.
Write down the part names, quantity of each, sizes, material, and notes.
Sample form used by Steve Quehl.
Note that he used a separate sheet for each thickness dimension.
Sample parts lists, pages 20-22 (courtesy of Steve Quehl).
Blank parts list, page 23 (courtesy of Steve Quehl).

Use Sketchup or a piece of paper and draw a bunch of rectangles to represent boards you’ll need to 
buy (each 6”-10” wide x 8’-16’ long).
Atlanta Hardwoods has random width and length lumber, which means most boards are 6-10” wide 
and up to 14’ in length.

These are minimums, so you will likely find clearer, wider and longer boards.

FAS means you can count on at least a 6-8” wide board that is 83% clear, and you’ll be able to get a 
4” w x 5’ l or 3” w x 7’ l piece totally free of defects.

They do stock some wide boards, right now they have some white oak.
Be sure your cut list reflects boards that are wide and long enough for the widest and longest parts 
of your project.
This method really helps with color and grain match.
Also serves as your parts list and shopping list for smaller projects like this shaker table.
Be sure to get 15-20% extra lumber to cut around defects, arrange pieces for color and grain 
matching, plus we all make mistakes.

Cut list, pages 18, 24 (some call this a wish list, since it shows the cuts I call it a cut list)

Use for more complicated projects with lots of components

Board foot is 12" x 12" x 1"
A 4/4 board x 6” wide x 8’ long is 4 board feet.
4/4 = 1", 6/4 = 1 1/2", 8/4 = 2"
Multiply width in inches x length in inches x thickness in inches and divide by 144.
Multiply width in inches x length in feet x thickness in inches and divide by 12.

Calculating board feet
Gives you a board foot tally to help determine cost

Tally board feet from cut list by 4/4, 8/4, etc.

4/4 rough yields 13/16” S2S
5/4 rough yields 1 1/16” S2S
6/4 rough yields 1 5/16” S2S
8/4 rough yields 1 3/4” S2S
12/4 rough yields 2 3/4” S2S
16/4 rough yields 3 3/4” S2S

Yield, page 19

Shopping list, page 18
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This gives you the ability to look through the boards for best color and grain match.

Call the lumber yard ahead of time to be sure they have triple the amount of board feet needed in each 
thickness

Call if you need lumber wider than 10-12” or figured wood of a particular kind to be sure they have it.
Call ahead if you want the yard to pull up the material before you arrive.
Bring with you the sketch, parts list, cut list, and shopping list, pencil, tape measure, gloves, and tie 
downs/blankets.

Shaker table has aprons, legs, and a top.
Let’s use what we have learned so far.

Put the mismatch in the back corner.
Aprons from rift sawn, ideal for continuous grain around all aprons and front

Pay attention to special needs where you need straight grain and color match.
Top from quarter sawn

If you don’t have rift sawn wood you can glue together boards and if necessary use a template, page 
25

Legs from rift sawn

At the lumber yard

As woodworkers, moisture itself is not a problem, it's the change in moisture that's important .
When cut a tree contains 40+% water. It’s air dried to around 15%, then kiln dried to 6-9%..
Atlanta Hardwoods is almost all kiln dried.
While at Atlanta Hardwoods in storage it absorbs back some moisture to probably 10-13%.

Flat sawn boards will cup away from the heart of the tree, towards the bark. The shrinking will occur 
mostly in its width.
Rift sawn boards will warp and shrink into a diamond or trapezoidal shape.
Quarter sawn boards will shrink slightly in both length and width. Mostly in thickness but that rarely 
matters.

Wood expands and contracts the most in the direction of the growth rings, or parallel to the grain 
(tangentially), half as much across the growth rings (radially), and only slightly along the grain, or from 
the center of the tree to the outer edge. (longitudinally), page 26

Explain Equilibrium Moisture Content (EMC), page 27

Wood moisture

Popular Woodworking, Choose the right plywood: http://bit.ly/2xTram4
Hardwood Plywood Grading Guide: http://bit.ly/2xToe92
Atlanta Hardwoods has matching plywood in walnut, cherry, red oak, white oak, etc.

Made in the USA has traditionally been higher priced than Chinese, but recent tariffs have raised the 
price of Chinese by a lot.

American vs Chinese plywood

Grading, page 26

Plywood
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Grades are based on the country of origin so there are several.
Face veneer is A-D, A being the best.
Back is 1-4, 1 being the best.

Atlanta Hardwoods has A1 which is sequence matched.
A1 and A2 are typically plain sliced veneer and is the best grade available for clear finishes

B grades and lower for faces, and 3 and lower for backs and are paint grade
Rotary cut looks like plywood rather than solid wood.
Slip and book matched looks more like like real wood.
Atlanta Hardwoods also has mdf core.

Baltic birch from Baltic regions of Russia and Finland.

Lumber is sawn and then dried so the board that started out 4/4 inches will be closer to 7/8” thick in 
the rough, before any type of surfacing is done.
At the lumberyard it will still be labeled as 4/4, that’s the nominal thickness, and is what you will be 
charged for.
Actual is the measured thickness.

Nominal (in name only) vs actual

Do not use block plane to remove Anchorseal from end grain.
Wood is sorted by thickness, first, width second, and length usually never

Do not use a block plane on the ends of boards unless you are buying them, because of the 
Anchorseal.
Do not use chalk unless you are buying themy.
Do not leave boards scattered about after you’re done looking through them. Put them back!

Things to NOT do at the lumberyard

Price is often in thousand board feet, or $M.
Invoices

Lumberyard tips and practices

Wood expands in summer and contracts in winter.
Acclimate wood to your shop for a few days before using.
Assemble after cutting to final dimension as soon as you can.
The solution to wood movement is quite simple, don’t stop the wood from moving, but account for its 
movement.
If a long board has a lot of cupping or twist, cut it to rough length first to greatly reduce the cup or twist 
and loss of wood as a result.
If you only have a 6” jointer and you need to S2S an 8” board, here’s how: http://bit.ly/2l2BBxp (the l is 
a lowercase letter l).
Stack and sticker flat sawn stock if not used for a while.
Highly figured or burl is best gotten using veneers, or you can resaw

TIPS for any project
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Sequential, slip match or book match.
Don’t overuse figured wood.
Cathedrals always point up.
Wood cups toward bark. That's why you put bark side in on drawer sides. 
Use a template to define parts of a project with curved grain, like a highboy or a headboard.
For straight grain on an apron, cut the piece on the bandsaw along the grain line, joint, and rip the 
opposite edge on the table saw .
For best color and grain match on aprons or sides, use a single board.
Strength is with the grain, not across the grain.

For wide cabinet sides that are wider than the available lumber, you can make each side from a single 
board.
For best color match pull lumber from a single stack because that stack was probably cut from the same 
tree.
Use veneer on plywood or MDF for large panels.
Do a book or slip match for bigger panels.

TIPS on larger projects

Popular Woodworking, Language of Lumber, page 29
Lumberyard prep by Shannon Rogers which much of this article was based on, pages 30-34
Popular Woodworking, Wood Types: Your Guide to the Lumberyard: http://bit.ly/2xTram4
Hardwood Plywood Grading Guide: http://bit.ly/2xToe92
American Hardwood Lumber Grades: http://bit.ly/2gRYM9h
Sustainable American Hardwoods, A Guide to Species: http://bit.ly/2ytCtkb

RESOURCES
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